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THE COLLECTION (at the time I write this.)

All to ﬁnd, make, understand and create the
perfect Gin & Tonic.
I see so many articles online, bartenders and
journalists writing about how to make the
perfect Gin & Tonic. And almost always (no,
always) they are wrong.
The Gin & Tonic might look simple, but it is in
fact a complicated drink to do well. Easy to do
in a mediocre way, but that is not why you are
here.
And so I decided it would be time to write
about how to make the perfect Gin & Tonic.
Having served thousands here at The Gin
Library and having tasted almost as many
around the world, this is the deﬁnitive guide on
how to make the perfect G&T. You can do this
in a bar or at home.
Everyone deserves the best that this juniper
infused botanical drink can offer.
So read on...

My love of gin and tonic started in the dark
days of the classic gin and tonic, when all we
had to enjoy was a London Dry, with the
question of “ice and a slice.”

HISTORY

24 YEARS. 103 COUNTRIES,
304 CITIES. 609 TO CREATE THE

And while gin may not have been exciting in
those days, it is over a gin that I met my wife
Caroline, and in the hunt for the perfect Gin &
Tonic, would take me on my adventures
around the world to taste every gin I could
ﬁnd.
From hidden bars in Bangkok, to the highs of
Rosewood Hotel in London, long gins in
Singapore to dive bars in Budapest. I have
spent over 20 years, hunting down the good,
the bad, rare, long forgotten and niche gins
has led me around the world. Yes, I should
have been working, but hunting gin was much
more fun and far more important.
Now I own The Gin Library on Sao Miguel in
the Azores. Housing the world’s largest private
gin collection which also happens to be
Europe’s largest gin bar.

AS SEEN IN

I was in Tokyo, with a combination of jet lag
and excitement to discover this city of neon at
night.
And what a city it is. Tokyo at night is one of
the highlights of the world. Around 2am I recall
drinking my G&T in a tall glass, but noticing
that the steady stream of Japanese
businessmen were drinking whisky out of a
short glass with a large round ice ball,
perfectly civirarcally shaped.
I asked the barman if he could serve my gin
and tonic in such a way, with this type of ice.
After several quizzical looks, 2 managers and
a hot of hand signals my drink was reluctantly
served to me.
I realised that I had found the perfect ice to
serve with my gin and tonic. But the glass was
not. That would come a year later in a city on
the other side of the world.

The Japanese love to keep whisky cool with
the spherical ice ball, a sleek alternative to
traditional ice cubes. Two inches in diameter
and hand carved by apprentice bartenders in
Japan. They don’t melt as fast as traditional
cubes, keeping whisky cool and pure through
the long, hazy days of summer.
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JAPAN, November 2008

The makers of Yamazaki whisky recommend
using the ice ball because it doesn’t dilute the
spirit; the last sip is the same as the ﬁrst. Ice
balls are used in high-end bars and hotels in
Japan, and learning the technique is part of
training for Japanese bartenders, who carve
the ice balls from larger ice blocks by hand.
- barandrestaurant.com

The Spanish love a good Gin Tonic as they call
it.). I don’t know what it is about Madrid, but at
night the streets seem different.
Maybe it´s the mild weather, sun drawing late
into the evening, but there is something abou
Madrid that is hard to ﬁnd in other cities.
A perfect match of outdoor socialising over
drinks with the perfect climate. And here I
discovered the Copa glass. Every bar would
serve their Gin & Tonics in these huge
balloon-like glasses, botanicals ﬂoating up to
the nose before you enjoyed the gin.
But, these G&Ts were with small ice cubes.
Lots of ice which was good, but I noticed how
quickly they melted in the glass.
… But these two countries, combined back in
Hong Kong on a rooftop overlooking the ocean
was one very determined British guy who
would look to create the “Perfect Gin & Tonic.”

The Spanish and Gin. The superstar of the
Madrid cocktail scene has long been the
classic gin and tonic (gin tonic, for when you’re
ordering drinks in Spanish). However, bars
boasting specialty cocktails can be found
throughout the city.
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MADRID, July 2009

For the true gin connoisseur, there’s no ﬁner
glass to be had than the Spanish copa glass
(or copita de balon). The large bowl allows the
gin and tonic (we recommend fever tree) to
breathe, adding to the ﬂavour and olfactory
experience of drinking gin.
I'll never forget, early in my Spanish sojourn,
calling a Basque friend of mine at the 5 o'clock
hour. With a gin and tonic in hand. "Qué
haces?" he says. "Drinking a gin and tonic," I
say. "A estas horas? Estás loca?" He couldn't
believe it. Because a gintonic is for after a
meal, after dessert, after coffee, to end it all, be
it a long, luxurious lunch or a weeknight dinner
out.
- travelcookeat.com

| An English accent
Gin is as British as The Queen, as James Bond.
And so if you are going to make the perfect
G&T this is where you will need to start.
If you don’t have one and no access to a
barman with an English accent, skip to step 2.
Of course you could always visit The Gin
Library where we serve the perfect Gin & Tonic
each time.

Generation 1: Bathtub Gin The history of gin
begins in the 1500s. Britain takes a clear spirit
from the Netherlands, genever and makes it
into what we know call gin.

HISTORY

CREATE THE PERFECT
GIN & TONIC
STEP 1:

British people loved gin, so much so that in
1745 over 32 million liters was consumed in
London alone. 1 in 3 houses proceeded to
make bathtub gin where the name comes
from.
Almost all this alcohol was unlicensed,
unregulated and uncontrolled which lead to
generation 2. London Dry Gin.

(In the 1930s in the USA the name becomes
popular again, during the Prohibition era,
bathtub gin was used to describe any illegally
produced booze, but particularly gin, the most
popular DIY spirit of the day.)

| The glass to match the ice
The gin and tonic is so much more than just
the gin, than the tonic. The glass and the ice
you use is almost as important. And if you are
using a good gin, even more so.
A tall glass (or Tom Collins as many call it)
with a handful of small ice cubes is ﬁne for a
classic London Dry. But as the drink has
evolved into the modern craft movement, so
should the way we drink it.
Modern craft gins have a second distillation
allowing botanicals into the distillation process
that would not be present in a single
distillation or London Dry Gin. With this in
mind, a large Copa glass is perfect to use with
a good quality tonic water, such as Fever Tree.
The ice should be one single, large piece.
While I prefer the round shape, square ones
will do the job perfectly.

Generation 2: London Dry Gin As
consumption continues to rise, the government
attempts to curb Londoner’s unrelenting
enthusiasm for gin.
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CREATE THE PERFECT
GIN & TONIC
STEP 2:

Firsty, they introduced a distiller’s licence
costing £50, a huge sum in those days. This
pushed the industry underground with only
two ofﬁcial licences granted in seven years.
Informers on illegal gin-shops were paid £5,
creating a lucrative industry of its own.
The gin had to be made in 24 hours, created
with Juniper as the base botanical and the
alcohol was limited to 40% vol.
Why? Well, you would have to visit The Gin
Library to ﬁnd that out.
From here Gin goes around the world and
becomes the Gin & Tonic around 1860. Sadly
gin falls into decline in the late 1900s until the
creator of generation 3, Henricks is released in
1999.

| 1 part gin. 3 parts tonic
This is the way of the perfect Gin & Tonic. 1
part gin to 3 parts tonic.
Use a measure and carefully put out the tonic
onto the ice. If you are using a large piece of
ice then you don’t need to pour in any special
way.
The tonic is a key partner to our gin. And these
days you can get many ﬂavors and varieties.

Generation 3: The Modern Craft Gin In the
late 1900s gin is a bad place. All we have is
the London Dry Gins and at best your drink
comes with the standard line, “ice and a slice.”
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CREATE THE PERFECT
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STEP 3:

But in 1999 all this changes. Hendrick’s is
released onto the market with much fanfare.
Why? Because it has a very different taste
thanks to a 2 phase distillation process.
This is a revolution for gin. A second distillation
means new ﬂavors and aromas. Gin is back!
And back big time.

| Garnish
You should look to use dehydrated fruits. We
have come along way since the barman would
say, “ice and a slice?”
Your dehydrated fruits can be anything from
lemon, orange, grapefruit to lime. Lime is best
used with London Dry gins. Lemon is a good
default with everything.
If you don’t have a dehydrator then not to
worry. Cut your fruit and with a paper towel
and let the excess juice be absorbed. We want
the essence of the fruit not the juice as this
will overpower the G&T.
DO NOT use juniper or pepper berries. They
will just get in your teeth and add nothing to
the G&T.

Generation 4: The Ultra Modern Gin Building
on the shoulders of the previous generations
comes generation 4 gin.
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CREATE THE PERFECT
GIN & TONIC
STEP 4:

Led by gins such as Baleia, we take the juniper
base as a botanical and mess with this
principle.
While the gin still has juniper in the ﬁrst
distillation (it is still gin after all.) We add
seaweed, mint and citrus to it creating a very
different taste.
And now around the world, there are over
7,000 gins to enjoy.
Cheers to that!

CREATE THE PERFECT
GIN & TONIC
STEP 5:
| Botanicals
Your botanicals should be cut fresh. If possible
from your garden. Go with rosemary (as a
default) or thyme.

IN SUMMARY:
| The Perfect Gin & Tonic
1. An English accent (if not skip to step number 2)
2. “Balloon glasses”
3. Ice
4. Garnish
5. Botanicals
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